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Abstract(
The! frequency! or! intensity! of! heavy! precipitation! has! likely! increased! in!North!America! since!




Then! precipitation! events! of! different! recurrence! intervals! are! calculated! through! regional!
frequency! analysis! and! based! on! average! deviation! of! climate! model! estimates! from!
observation! estimates,! tricube! weight! function! is! used! to! assign! weights! to! climate! model!
ensemble.! This! weight! result! is! further! applied! to! projected! quantile! estimates! to! derive!
weighted!expected!values!and!confidence!intervals!of!future!extreme!precipitation!events!under!
different! emission! scenarios,! these! results! are! further! compared! with! current! available!
estimates! from!NOAA!Atlas!14.! Finally,!maximum!entropy!method! (MEM)! is!applied! to!assign!
weights!and!the!results!are!compared!with!those!from!weighted!ensemble!method!(WEM).!It!is!
found! that! intensity! and! the! confidence! intervals! of! heavy! precipitation! is! likely! to! increase!
significantly! for! about! 20%! from! now! to! 2050s! under! all! emission! scenarios! (A1B>A2>B1),!
afterwards,! this! increase! trend! will! slow! down! (B1>A1B>A2).! As! for! the! performance! of!
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Climate! change,! perhaps! one! of! the! most! popular! “key! word”! in! both! academia! and! social!
media,!has!become!an! important! issue!over! the!past!decades,!both! socially!and! scientifically.!
Intensive! human! activities! have! increased! atmospheric! concentrations! of! greenhouse! gases!
such! as! carbon! dioxide! (CO2),!methane! (CH4),! nitrous! oxide! (N2O)! and! then! interfered! global!
energy! and! water! circulation! system.! Environmental! impacts! such! as! temperature! anomaly,!
water!scarcity,!intense!extreme!events!have!brought!many!threats!to!the!whole!world!through!
the! combination! of! societal! impacts! such! as! population! increase,! food! availability! etc.! [Kotir,!
2011].! In!the!past!century,!anthropogenic!greenhouse!gas!emissions!has!increased!rapidly!and!
observed!global!temperature!has!increased!0.76!Celsius!degree!from!1906!to!2005.!If!we!look!at!
the! recent! 50Fyear! within! this! period,! the! increasing! speed! even! doubled! [Change,! 2007].!
Besides,!due!to!the!melting!of!glaciers,!the!global!sea!surface!level!has!risen!at!a!rate!of!1.8mm!









increases! while! in! Sahel,! southern! Africa! and! Mediterranean,! significant! declines! have! been!
observed![Change,!2007].! !
One!might!ask!such!a!question:!How!do!people!track!the!change!of!meteorological!data!during!




GHG! emissions! are! also! parts! of! model! inputs,! GCMs! can! be! run! under! different! emission!




an! important! tool! for! climate! change! assessment! [Meehl. et. al.,! 2007].! CMIP3! was! used! for!
IPCC’s! fourth! assessment! report! (AR4)!published! in! 2010,!while!CMIP5!was!used! for! the! fifth!
assessment! report! (AR5)! published! in! 2013.! CMIP5! and! CMIP3! both! generate! projections! of!
future!climate!scenarios.!However!in!terms!of!the!description!of!human!GHG!emission!scenarios!
in! the! future! under! different! social! development! conditions,! they! have! different! standards.!
CMIP3! uses! emission! scenarios! that! were! described! in! IPCC’s! Special! report! on! Emission!
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Scenarios! (SRES).! There! are! four! families! in! total:!A1,!A2,!B1,! B2.!Additionally,! There! are! four!
scenarios!groups!within!A1:!A1C,!A1G,!A1B!and!A1T.!Four!families!have!different!storylines.!A1!
describes!a! future!world!with! rapid!economic!growth,! rapid! introduction!of!new!and!efficient!
technologies! but! low! population! growth.! A2! describes! a! very! heterogeneous! world! where!
population!growth!is!high!but!technology!changes!are!slower!compared!to!other!storylines.!B1!
describes! a! convergent! world! with! low! population! growth! and! rapid! changes! in! economic!
structures! toward! resourceFefficient! way.! B2! describes! a! world! with! moderate! population!
growth,! intermediate! economic! development! level! and! diverse! technological! change.! The!
corresponding! CO2! emissions! of! CMIP3! is! shown! in! Figure! 1.! CMIP5! takes! radiative! forcing!
scenarios! named! representative! concentration! pathways! (RCPs).! It! takes! into! account! the!
impact! of! atmospheric! concentrations! of! GHG! as! well! as! aerosols! and! the! unit! is! watts! per!
square!meter.!There!are!four!levels!of!RCPs!in!total:!one!low!forcing!level!(RCP2.6),!two!medium!
level! (RCP4.5!and!RCP6)!and!one!high!emission! level! (RCP8.5)! [Nakicenovic.and.Swart,!2000].!
The! corresponding! CO2! concentration! of! CMIP5! and! the! comparison!with! CMIP3! is! shown! in!




standard! for! projections! [Ray. et. al.,! 2008].! However! it! does! not! necessarily! guarantee! that!
CMIP5!outperforms!CMIP3!in!every!aspect.![Flato.et.al.,!2013]!says:!“There!is!medium!evidence!
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(single! multiFmodel! study)! and! medium! agreement! (as! interFmodel! difference! is! large)! that!
CMIP5!models! tend! to! simulate!more! intense! and! thus!more! realistic! precipitation! extremes!






As! mentioned! earlier,! the! spatial! resolution! of! GCMs! is! too! coarse! to! solve! subFgrid! scale!












finer! resolution! to! simulate! regional! hydrological! processes! more! realistically! [Fowler. et. al.,!
2007].!However,!dynamical!downscaling! is!quite!computationally!expensive!and!only!a! limited!
number!of! dynamical! downscaling!models! are! available.! Statistical! downscaling,! on! the!other!
hand,! simply! relies! on! the! statistical! relationship! between! largeFscale! parameters! from!GCMs!
and! local!meteorological! values,! this! relationship! could! be! derived! through! observation! data!
series! [Nguyen,! 2005;!Xu,! 1999].! It! can! be! further! classified! into! three! subgroups:! regression!




Wigley! [Robert. L.. Wilby. and. Wigley,! 1997],! Fowler! provides! a! summary! of! advantages! and!
disadvantages! of! statistical! downscaling! and! dynamical! downscaling! in! Table! 1! [Fowler. et. al.,!
2007].!









exists! in! CMIP5! model! ensemble,! Benjamin! argued! that! this! collection! of! models! share!
duplicated! codes,! same! forcing! and! validation! data! which! may! bring! bias! in! estimation! and!
spurious! correlations.! Therefore,! simply! averaging! all!models! neglects! the! variation! of!model!
quality! [Murphy. et. al.,! 2004],! weighted! model! results! are! able! to! form! more! accurate! and!
reliable!climate!change!projections![Gleckler.et.al.,!2008].!Some!model!metrics!can!be!relied!on!
to!make!quantitative! judgments!on!how!to!use! information! from!a!collection!of!models! for!a!
particular! application! [Annamalai. et. al.,! 2007].! Many! researchers! applied! this! weighted!
ensemble! idea! in!hydrological!and!meteorological! studies.! [Wehner,!2013]!analyzed!ensemble!
of! NARCAPP! climate! models! and! projected! midFcentury! changes! in! seasonal! precipitation!
extremes.![Nohara.et.al.,!2006]!investigated!river!discharge!projection!for!24!major!rivers!in!the!
world! through! 19! coupled! AOGCMs! under! A1B! scenario.! [Gain. et. al.,! 2011]! applied!
dischargeFweighted! ensemble! modeling! and! detected! trends! in! high! and! low! flows! at! lower!
Brahmaputra! for! the! next! century.! [Tramblay. et. al.,! 2012]! used! 15! RCMs! to! analyze! climate!
change! impacts! on! extreme! precipitation! in! Morocco.! However,! few! studies! have! touched!
comprehensive!uncertainty!analysis!of!weighted!ensemble!results,!the!uncertainty!arises!from!
many! aspects,! such! as! different! projected! emission! scenarios,! different! model! projections,!
parameter!or!sampling!uncertainty!within!single!model!realization.!




are! designed! or! updated! using! extreme! event! design! storms! provided! above! [Winters. et. al.,!
2015].!Researchers!have!been!focusing!on!the!projection!of!extreme!events!for!a!long!time.!As!




Asian! monsoon! region,! the! range! of! precipitation! intensity! increases! under! future! climate!
scenario,!the!west!part!will!experience!a!decrease!of!extreme!precipitation!while!the!east!part!
will! experience! an! increase! [Bhaskaran. and. Mitchell,! 1998].! In! the! United! States,! nested!
regional!model!has!projected!an!increase! in!extreme!precipitation!events![Giorgi.et.al.,!1998].!
Under! regional! perspective,! [Kim,! 2005]! used! dynamically! downscaled! dataset! to! analyze!
extreme!hydrologic!events! in!the!western!United!States!and!found!that!they!are!very! likely!to!
increase! in!2050s!and! the! largest! increases!would!happen! in! the!mountainous! regions!of! the!
northern!California.![Rajczak.et.al.,!2013]!used!RCM!ensemble!to!project!extreme!precipitation!
events! in! Europe! and! the! Alpine! region,! they! found! an! increase! in! Northern! Europe! but! an!
decrease! in! Southern! Europe! in! 2100s.! Recently,! [Schuster. et. al.,! 2011]! used!
statisticallyFdownscaled! and! deFbiased! precipitation! projections! for! the! state! of! Wisconsin!




of! Chicago.!However,! statistical! analyses! under! current! standards,! such! as! those! published! in!
Atlas!14![Bonnin.et.al.,!2006],!are!based!on!the!following!assumption:!precipitation!time!series!
is!stationary!and!climate!change!impact!is!not!considered.!On!the!other!hand,!some!researchers!
(e.g.,! [Markus. et. al.,! 2007])! have! already! detected! trends! in! heavy! rainfall! observations! and!
adjust!for!it![Huff.and.Angel,!1989].!Therefore,!using!only!statistics!of!the!past!observed!rainfall!
will! likely! underestimate! future! storms! and! floods! as!well! as! confidence! intervals,! which!will!
pose!urban!drainage!infrastructure!design!under!risk.!Our!goal!in!this!study!is!to!take!advantage!
of! downscaled! climate! model! ensemble! to! investigate! climate! change! impacts! on! future!
extreme!precipitations,!provide!robust!weighted!quantile!estimates,!and!propose!methods!for!






of! interests! were! selected! based! on! spatial! coverage,! period! of! record,! data! quality! and!
completeness.! In! order! to! be! consistent! with! the! temporal! coverage! of! climate! model! data!




daily! rainfall! from! 1989! to! 2000! due! to! data! availability.! A! whole! list! of! station! names! and!
properties!as!well!as!station!distribution!map!are!described!in!Figure!4!and!Table!2.!
Two!sources!of!climate!data!were!selected! in!this!research!and!the!model!names!are! listed! in!
Table!3!and!Table!4:! !
a)!CMIP5FDynamically!DownscaledFOak!Ridge!National!Lab!(ORNL),!described!in![Oubeidillah.et.









original! dataset! and! processed! to! get! AMS! of! daily! rainfall! for! further! analysis.! It! should! be!
noted!that!CMIP3FStatistically!Downscaled!dataset!is!more!favored!for!the!following!reasons:! !
a)! More! GCM! model! runs,! which! is! favorable! during! weighting! procedure! described! in!
methodology!section.!
b)! More! climate! scenarios! and! longer! temporal! coverage,! which! is! favorable! in! analyzing!
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climate!change!effects!during!midF21!century!and!lateF21!century.!
c)! After! initial! comparison! of!model! AMS!with! observation! AMS,! this! dataset! is! less! biased!
compared! to! ORNL! dataset,! taking! O’hare! Airport! station! as! an! example,! AMS! of! daily!
precipitation!at!ORNL!are!plotted!in!Figure!5.!




will! affect! the! precipitation! events! with! different! recurrence! intervals! in! the! Great! Chicago!
Region!during!2050s!and!2100s.!It!could!serve!as!a!reference!for!municipal!facility!design,!civil!
infrastructure! reliability! analysis! and! further! analysis! of! flow! generation! procedure! in! urban!
areas! etc.! Using! statistically! downscaled!GCM! climate! data! and! observation! data! in! historical!
period! (1961F2000),! a! weighted!model! ensemble! approach! will! be! applied! instead! of! simply!
average!different!model! results.! Thus!model!performance! in!estimating!extreme!precipitation!
events!could!be!assessed.!Isoheytal!maps!for!design!precipitation!will!be!provided!as!one!type!
of! final! results.! Besides,! this! research! will! more! emphasize! the! confidence! intervals! of! the!
precipitation!event!estimates.! In!NOAA!Atlas!14,! confidence! intervals!were!also! reported,!but!
only!being!able! to! reflect!parameter!uncertainty! in!a!curveFfitting!procedure.! In! this! research,!
we!will! propose!a!new!method! to! calculate! confidence! intervals! that! could! take! into!account!
both!parameter!uncertainty! (sampling!uncertainty)!and!model!uncertainty.! Isoheytal!maps! for!
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confidence! intervals! will! also! be! provided.! Finally,! in! addition! to! using! traditional! weighting!
functions! to! determine! model! ensemble! weights,! maximum! entropy! method! (MEM)! will! be!




frequency! analysis,! assessment! of! climate! model! performance! and! weight! determination! of!
weight!ensemble!model!framework,!and!construction!of!confidence!intervals!from!Monte!Carlo!
simulation.!
Chapter! 3! mainly! discusses! weight! calculation! results,! precipitation! event! estimates! under!













to!provide!a!robust!estimate!of!recurrence! intervals,!especially! for!extreme!events.! If!within!a!
region,! event! frequencies! follow! the! same! distribution! among! different! sites,! then! temporal!
insufficiency! in! datasets! can! be! complemented! by! spatial! coverage,! and! more! accurate!
estimates!can!be!reached!by!analyzing!the!whole!data!samples!as!a!group!other!than!only!data!






Regional! frequency! analysis:! an! approach! based! on! LFmoments! [Jonathan. Richard. Morley.
Hosking.and.Wallis,! 2005].! Then,! the!method! to!obtain! corresponding!weights! for! the!model!
ensemble! is! described,! therefore!weighted! ensemble!mean! value! can! be! derived! as! the! best!
estimate!of!extreme!events.!Finally,!a!novel!method!to!assess!the!uncertainty!of!extreme!events!
is! introduced,! which! could! combine! the! uncertainty! from! the! curve! fitting! procedure! and!
uncertainty! from! the! model! ensemble! and! thus! provide! a! robust! and! comprehensive!




Two! key!words! should! be! emphasized! in! RFA,! namely! “regional”! and! “frequency”.! “Regional”!
indicates! the! definition! of! a! single! homogeneous! region! and! the! index! flood! procedure! is!
applied!using!data! from!N!sites!and!each!site! i!composed!of! the!sample!size!of!ni! (ni!years!of!
data! in! this! study).!Denoting!Qij! as! the!annual!maximum!daily!precipitation!at! site! i! in! year! j,!
supposing!Qi(F)!is!the!quantile!function!of!frequency!distribution!at!site!i!(0<F<1),!we!can!write:!!" # = %" ∗ '(#)! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.1)!
The! underlying! assumption! is! that,! those! sites! could! form! a! homogeneous! region!where! the!
frequency!distributions!of!N!sites!are!identical!apart!from!a!scaling!factor!mi!that!is!site!specific,!
the! index! flood! [Jonathan. Richard. Morley. Hosking. and. Wallis,! 2005].! In! this! study,! mi! is!
estimated!as! the!mean!value!of!AMS!at! site! i.! The! second!word,! “frequency”,! indicates! curve!
fitting! to!known!data!points.! ! q(F)! is! the!quantile! function!of! regional! frequency!distribution,!
also!denoted!as! regional!growth!curve.!The! form!of!q(F)! can!be!assumed!to!have!p!unknown!







* = + , ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.2)!
Higher!order!moments!are!defined!as! *- = + , − * -, 0 = 2, 3, …! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.3)!
Following!are!additional!useful!definitions!
4567860898:;<65<=79> = *?@A ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.4)!B=:CC<B<:759=C9;60<65<=79 DE = FG! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.5)!4H:I7:449J = *K/*?K/?! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.6)!HM05=4<49N = *O/*??! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.7)!
However,! [J.. R.. M.. Hosking. and. Wallis,! 1993]! found! that! for! skew! distributions,! parameter!
inferences!based!on!traditional!sample!moments!are!likely!to!be!biased!and!thus!unreliable.!A!
more! desirable! measurement! of! distribution! shape! can! be! obtained! from! another! set! of!
language:!LFmoments.!
LFmoments!are!modifications!of!“probability!weighted!moments”![Greenwood.et.al.,!1979].!For!
a! random! variable! X! with! a! cumulative! distribution! function! F(.),! the! probability! weighted!
moments!are!defined!as! ! PQ,-,R = +[,Q # , - 1 − # , R]! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.8)!
Special! cases! such! as! V- = PW,X,- ! and! Y- = PW,-,X ! are! very! useful! in! the! definition! of!
LFmoments.!
For!a!random!variable!X!with!quantile!function!x(p),!LFmoments!of!X!are!defined!as!Z- = [ \ ]-^W∗WX (\)8\! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.9)!
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where! ]9-∗ \ = \-,_∗-_`X \_! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.10)!
and! \-,_∗ = −1 -^_ -_ -a__ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.11)!
Following!the!definition!above,!the!first!to!fourth!order!of!LFmoments!are!given!below!ZW = VX = YX! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.12)!Z? = VX − 2VW = 2YW − YX! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.13)!ZK = VX − 6VW + 6V? = 6Y? − 6YW + YX! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.14)!ZO = VX − 12VW + 30V? − 20VK = 20YK − 30Y? + 12YW − YX! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.15)!(ZW9<49e − f=B65<=7, Z?9<49e − 4B6f:)!
Similar!to!the!coefficient!of!variance,!coefficient!of!skewness!etc.,!LFmoment!ratios!can!be!used!
as!tools!to!describe!the!shape!of!distribution!as!follows:!g- = hihA , 0 = 2,3,4…! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.16)!(gK9<49e − 4H:I7:4496789gO9<49e − HM05=4<4)!
Particularly,!LFCV!is!defined!as! ! g = Z?/ZW! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.17)!
Two! properties! of! LFmoments! are! very! important.! The! first! is! existence:! If! distribution!mean!
exists,! all! of! LFmoments! exist.! The! second! is! uniqueness:! If! distribution!mean! exists,! no! two!
distributions! have! the! same! LFmoments.! Comparing! to! traditional!moments,! higher! orders! of!
LFmoments! are! still! linear! combinations,! which! could! suggest! LF
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robust! to! observation! errors! since! they!will! not! propagate! quadratically! or! cubically! [J.. R..M..
Hosking.and.Wallis,!1993].!Parameters! in!different!distributions!have!explicit!expressions!from!





inspection! of! AMS! of! precipitation! at! every! site,! errors! and! inconsistencies! are! removed! or!
replaced.! Despite! the! properties! in! data! itself,! external! information! should! also! be! used!
including! measurement! method,! site! location! change! etc.,! to! make! sure! that! data! are!
trustworthy!for!determination!of!regional!frequency!distribution.!In!this!study,!besides!external!
information,! a! statistical! method! using! properties! in! data! itself! was! applied! to! finding! and!









ui=[ti,! t3i,! t4i]T! contains! LFCV,! LFskewness!and!LFkurtosis! information,!discordancy!measure!Di! is!
then!defined!as!follows:! k = l^W M"m"`W ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.18)!n = M" − k M" − k om"`W ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.19)!p" = WKl M" − k on^W(M" − k)! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.20)!





As!we!mentioned!earlier,!one! important!assumption! in! index! flood!method! is! that!sites!could!
form! a! homogeneous! region,! thus! identification! of! homogenous! region! is! very! important.! A!
large! study! region! could! be! divided! into! several! small! homogeneous! regions! based! on! other!
physical!properties!such!as!altitude,!vegetation,!soil!type!etc.!and!then!justified!or!modified!by!
homogeneity! criterion! [Jonathan. Richard.Morley. Hosking. and.Wallis,! 2005].! However! in! this!
study,! considering! the! small! spatial! coverage! of! our! study! region,! we! preFassume! the! study!
region! is! homogeneous.! Firstly! we! select! a! group! of! stations! to! form! the! region,! and! then!






under! the! assumption! that! the! site! frequency! distributions! are! identical! apart! from! a! scaling!
factor.! However,! it! will! never! be! true,! our! question! is! whether! the! dispersion! of! frequency!
distributions! among! different! sites! is! acceptable! to! form! a! homogeneous! region.! Thus! a!
measure!of!betweenFsite!dispersion!was!established!based!on!site!LFmoment!ratios.!
Firstly,!an!artificial! region!was!constructed.! It!has!the!same!number!of!sites,! length!of!records!
and!site!LFmoments!ratios.!Then!regional!LFmoments!ratios!were!calculated,!and!based!on!these!
values,! a! Kappa! distribution! (4! parameters)! was! fitted! to! describe! extreme! events! of! this!
artificial!region.!Afterwards,!a!large!number!(Nsimu)!of!realizations!were!simulated!based!on!the!
kappa! distribution,! noting! that! this! simulation! is! conducted! in! the! artificial! region! that! is!
perfectly!homogeneous.! Finally!we! compare! the!deviations!of! LFmoments! ratios!between! the!
real! case! and! the! artificial! case! to! find! whether! our! true! region! can! be! accepted! as!
homogeneous.!The!mathematical!forms!are!described!below:!0:q<=76f9e − %=%:759065<=4: 5s = 7"5"m"`W / 7"m"`W ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.21)!E = 7" 5" − 5s ?m"`W / 7"m"`W W/?! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.22)!t = u^GvFv ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.23)!
where! *u96789>u ! are!mean!and!standard!deviation!of!Nsimu!values!of!V,!respectively.!
If!H!is!very!large,!the!region!is!determined!to!be!heterogeneous.!Hoskin!and!Wallis!suggests!the!
region! be! regarded! as! “acceptably! homogeneous”! for! H<1! and! “possibly! heterogeneous”! if!
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1<H<2.! In! this! study,! we! decided! H=2! as! the! threshold! between! “homogeneous”! and!
“heterogeneous”.!
•! Choose!the!bestFfit!frequency!distribution!
When! determining! expected! values! of! extreme! precipitation! events,! one! single! frequency!
distribution!is!fitted!to!data!within!a!single!region.!Since!in!reality,!the!whole!region!will!never!
be! perfectly! homogeneous,! our! aim! is! to! find! such! a! distribution! that! could! give! accurate!
quantile! estimates! for! all! sites.! Similar! to! the! identification! of! homogeneous! region,! region!
LFmoments!ratios!are!first!calculated.!Then,!a!set!of!threeFparameter!distributions!are!selected!
as! our! candidates,! including! generalized! logistic! (GLO),! generalized! extreme! value! (GEV),!
generalized!pareto!(GPA),!lognormal!(GNO)!and!Pearson!type!III!(PE3).!With!the!information!of!
regional! LFmoments! 1! (regional!mean),! tR! and! t3R,!we! can! fit! each! candidate! distribution! and!
calculate! the! LFkurtosis! of! the! fitted! distribution,! denoted! as! t4dist.! Furthermore,! with! the!
information!of!regional!LFmoments!1!(regional!mean),!tR,!t3R!and!t4R,!we!fit!a!kappa!distribution!
and! then! simulate! Nsimu! of! realizations.! Each! realization! represents! a! perfect! homogeneous!
region! where! neither! serial! correlation! nor! siteFcross! correlation! exists,! regional! average!
LFskewness! and! LFkurtosis! are! also! calculated! in! each! realization,! denoted! as! t3m! and! t4m,!
respectively.!For!each!distribution,!the!goodness!to!fit!measure!is!defined!as!follows!wx"Ry = (5Ox"Ry − 5Os + zO)/>O! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.24)!
where! zO = lR"{|^W (5O{ − 5Os)m}~Ä{`W ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.25)!
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and! >O! is!the!standard!deviation!of! 5Os.!
The! closer! Zdist! approaches! to! zero,! the! better! the! frequency! distribution! fits.! As! Hoskin! and!
Wallis!mentioned,!a!reasonable!threshold!would!be! wx"Ry ≤ 1.64.!In!this!study,!only!the!best!
one! from! the! five! candidate! distributions! was! used! to! calculate! the! expected! values! of!
precipitation!quantiles.!
•! Estimate!the!frequency!distribution!




our!study! region,!both! for!quantiles! from!observation!values!and! from!climate!models.!These!
quantiles!are!then!assessed!in!the!following!weight!determination!procedure!and!can!be!used!











smaller! ARIs,! Langbein’s! formula! [Langbein,! 1949]!was! used! to! transform! PDSFbased! average!
recurrence!interval!(ARI)!to!AMSFbased!annual!exceedance!probability!(AEP):!AEP=1Fexp(F1/ARI).!
Thus! after! conversion,! equivalent! frequencies! used! in! this! study! are:! 2.54Fyear,! 5.52Fyear,!
10.51Fyear,!25Fyear,!50Fyear,!100Fyear! corresponds! to!2Fyear,!5Fyear,!10Fyear,!25Fyear,!50Fyear,!
100Fyear.!





In! the! next! step,! model! estimates! were! compared! with! estimates! from! observation! data! to!
determine! model! weights! in! ensemble! analysis.! Weights! were! determined! using! a! tricube!
weight!function!(Mosteller!and!Tukey,!1977):!
w = 1 − ÑÖ K K , if9|d| ≤ h09, if9|d| ≥ h! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.27)!
w! is! the!weight! for!a!particular!model,! and!d! is! the!average!percent!deviation!of!a!particular!
model!from!observation!estimates:! !
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8 = åçéè~,êëåí}~,êåí}~,êìéîéìïêñ@ ∗WXX%ì}ïòï~åì~ñ@ ô}ïòï~åì9∗ôéîéìï ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.28)!
where! h! is! the! half! window!width! defined! as! one! standard! deviation! of! the!whole! series! of!





as!1.13.!Weighted! frequency!estimates!above!were!multiplied!by!1.13!and!1.04! (grid! to!point!





also! their! confidence! intervals! are! available! to! us.! This! type! of! uncertainty! comes! from! the!
Monte!Carlo!simulation!process!which!could!reflect!the!parameter!uncertainties!in!distribution!
curve! fitting! procedure.! To! preserve! this! information,! besides! expected! values,! 500! more!
corresponding!data!points!from!simulation!were!also!saved.! !
In! 2.2,!weights! for! each! climate!model! realization!were!determined! in! order! to! get!weighted!
ensemble! results!of!extreme!precipitation!values.!Besides,! they!are!useful! to!derive!weighted!
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ensemble!results!of!corresponding!confidence!intervals,!noting!that!uncertainties!incorporated!
in! this! type! of! confidence! interval! include! two! types:! climate! model! uncertainty! as! well! as!
sampling!uncertainty!(parameter!uncertainty).!Thus!it!is!a!broader!and!more!robust!description!
compared! to! confidence! intervals!described! in!Atlas!14,! and! it! should!be!provided!as! a!more!
reliable!design!reference!for!municipal!facilities!in!the!future.! !
The! key! idea! to! calculate! weighted! confidence! intervals! is! very! simple:! fitting! a! distribution!
curve!to!data!points.!Take!100!yearF24!hour!precipitation!event!as!an!example,!suppose!we!have!
30!model!realizations,!each!realization!has!different!weights!and!the!corresponding!weight!are!
assigned! evenly! to! 500! data! points! within! each! realization.! One! may! naturally! calculate!
weighted!traditional!moments!and!then!use!these!moments!statistics! to!calculate!distribution!
parameters.!Weighted!mean,!variance,!and!skewness!can!be!calculated!with!the!formula!given!
by! [Rimoldini,! 2013].!However! there! are! two!major! deficiencies.! Firstly,! as!mentioned!earlier,!
traditional! moments! are! not! as! robust! as! LFmoments! to! sample! errors,! since! error! will!
propagate!nonFlinearly,! thus! fitted!curve!may!be! largely!biased.! Secondly,! for! certain! types!of!
distributions,!parameters!have!no!explicit!form!in!terms!of!traditional!moments!or!the!explicit!
form! is! too! complicated.! Therefore,! we! decided! to! construct! new! data! series! based! on! data!






values! for! each!model! and! using! tricube! function! to! assign!weights! for! the!model! ensemble.!
Additionally,!a!new!method!based!on!Monte!Carlo!simulation!was!implemented!to!analyze!the!
confidence!intervals!for!event!values.!In!this!chapter,!the!whole!methodology!is!applied!to!our!
study! region! to! provide! expected! values! and! confidence! intervals! for! 24Fhour! rainfall! under!
different! recurrence! intervals! and! different! climate! scenarios,! for! both! historical! period! and!















After! determining! the! site! combination!based!on!observation!dataset,!we!extracted! the!AMS!
model!data!of!daily!precipitation!data! from!different!cells!corresponding!to!our!site!selection.!
There! are! 40! years! of! data! (1961F2000)! in! total! for! 39! model! realizations! (13! models,! 3!
realizations!per!each!model).!We!used!these!model!data!to!perform!RFA!to!obtain!model!rainfall!
event! values.! Two! issues! should!be!noticed! in! this! RFA!1)! if! one!particular!model! run! cannot!








Before! weight! determination! procedures,! extreme! event! values! calculated! from! observation!
dataset! were! multiplied! by! 0.96! to! account! for! pointFtoFgrid! conversion;! following! that!
observation!results!and!model!results!were!compared!under!the!same!scale!to!calculate!weights!





function! defined! by! [Mosteller. and. Tukey,! 1977].! Percentage! departures! of! each! model!
realization!from!observation!(averaged!over!P2FP100!events)!are!plotted!in!Figure!6!and!Figure!
7.! !
From! figure!we! can! conclude:! a)!model! performance! varies! from! “overFestimate! all! sites”! to!
“underFestimate! all! sites”,! but! there! are! still! plenty! of! model! realizations! that! could! provide!
“unbiased!estimate!across!all!sites”.!b)!for!each!of!the!study!sites,!model!realization!ensemble!










A1B,! A2! and! B1.! Providing! weights! for! different!model! realizations! derived! in! previous! step,!
weighted!extreme!event!values!were!calculated! in! two! future!periods!under!different! climate!




As! shown! in! Figure! 9,! we! have! two! major! findings! regarding! the! temporal! change! of!





and! the! resulting! floods.! Secondly,! if! we! compare! precipitation! quantiles! between! different!
emission! scenarios,!we! are! able! to! find! that! in! 2050s,! quantile! values! are! the! highest! under!
scenario! A1B,! followed! by! A2! and! B1.! During! 2100s,! things! change! a! little! bit,! and! quantile!
values! are! the! highest! under! scenario! B1,! followed! by! A1B! and! A2.! However! the! difference!
between!B1!and!A1B!is!quite!small.!If!we!recall!the!description!of!different!emission!scenarios,!it!
is!surprising!that!technology!development!and!resourceFefficient!production!cannot!offset!the!
impact! of! rapid! economic! growth!on!more! frequent! extreme!events.! Since!we! cannot! simply!
slow!down!economic!growth!to!mitigate! its! impacts!on!climate,!a!more!proper!way!would!be!







Our!best!estimates!of! the!precipitation!event!values!are! the!weighted!mean! results!based!on!
model! ensemble.! However,! the! method! does! not! provide! the! level! of! confidence! in! these!
estimates.! Confidence! intervals! (CI)! are! introduced! to!quantify! the! level! of! confidence,!which!
are!a!measure!of!uncertainty!of! these!estimates.!CI! reports! two!values,! the!upper!confidence!
limit! (UCL)! and! the! lower! confidence! limit! (LCL),! between! which! the! true! value! of! the!
precipitation! quantile! would! lie! under! certain! CI.! For! example,! if! the! confidence! level! is! 90!
percent,!we!are!90!percent! sure! that! the! true!value! for! the!precipitation!quantile! is!between!
these!CLs.!There!are!two!properties!of!the!CI!:!a)!The!higher!the!CL,!the!wider!the!confidence!
intervals;! b)! UCL! and! LCL! are! not! necessarily! equidistant! from! the! estimates,! since! the!
distribution!to!determine!CI!can!be!skewed.!
Two!different!sources!of!uncertainties!are! included!in!this!study,!namely!model!variability!and!
sampling! variability.! The! final! estimate! is! expressed! as! weighted! ensemble! of! model! results.!
Each! model! result! can! be! regarded! as! one! “observation”! for! precipitation! estimate! with!
particular!weights,!thus!model!ensemble!could!provide!us!a!range!of!“true!estimates”!and!that!
is!why!model!variability!exists.! In!terms!of!sampling!variability,! it! is!a!concept!regarding!single!
model.!As!described!in!Chapter!2,!during!the!curveFfitting!procedure!in!determining!estimates!
for!different!recurrence!intervals,!our!selected!distribution!will!never!be!a!perfect!proxy!and!the!
distribution! parameter! uncertainty! is! inherent.! Also,! given! data! availability! for! historical!
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Take! 100Fyear! event! in! 2050s! at! O’hare! Airport! Station! as! example,! the! key! idea! is! to! fit! a!
distribution! to! estimate! results! from! different! models,! however! the! tricky! part! is! that! each!
result! has! its! own! weights.! It! is! possible! to! calculate! weighted! statistical! moments! (mean,!








repeated!Wi! times! to! generate! a! new! series! S! altogether,! S! could! reflect! the! distribution! of!










Results! are! shown! in! Figure! 17! to! Figure! 22! and! a! whole! list! of! CIs! of! different! recurrence!
intervals!and!emission!scenarios!for!each!sites!are!shown!in!Table!13!to!Table!18.!Take!100Fyear!





narrowest! under! A2! scenario! compared! to! A1B! and! B1! scenario,! while! the! latter! two! has!
comparable!CI!width.!If!the!worst!cases!are!considered,!i.e.!upper!confidence!interval,!we!have!
the! following! findings.!During! the!2050’s,! upper!CI! is! the! largest! under!A1B! scenario! and! the!
lowest! under! A2! scenario.! However! in! 2100s,! upper! CIs! under! A1B! and! A2! scenario! are!
comparable!and!the!latter!is!even!greater!for!100Fyear!and!50Fyear!events.!A2!describes!a!very!
heterogeneous! world! where! population! growth! is! high! but! technology! changes! are! slower!
compared! to! other! storylines,! this! variability! at! the! social! side! might! be! one! reason! for!
uncertainty!in!the!prediction!of!extreme!precipitation!events.!
3.3!Comparison!between!two!types!of!Confidence!Intervals!
Section! 3.2.2! and! 3.2.3! defined! two! types! of! confidence! intervals:! model! variability! (sample!
variability,!type!I)!and!parameter!variability!(sampling!variability).!Naturally!we!may!conjecture!
that! adding! parameter! variability! into! consideration! will! bring! wider! confidence! intervals! of!
precipitation! quantile! estimates.! In! this! study,! historical! model! simulation! data! (1961F2000)!
were! analyzed! to! prove! the! aforementioned! argument.! Results! are! displayed! in! Figure! 23! to!
Figure!28.!From!2year!to!100year!events,!adding!parameter!variability!(type!II)!provides!wider!






frequency!estimates! from!5Fminute!to!60Fday!durations!with!recurrence! intervals!of!1Fyear! to!
1000Fyear;!the!associated!confidence!intervals!were!also!reported.!The!study!region!of!Volume!
2! included! Delaware,! District! of! Columbia,! Illinois,! Indiana,! Kentucky,! Maryland,! New! Jersey,!
North! Carolina,! Ohio,! Pennsylvania,! South! Carolina,! Tennessee,! Virginia! and! West! Virginia!
[Perica. et. al.,! 2013].! Similar! to! our! study,! it! applied! regional! frequency! analysis! based! on!
LFmoments! [Jonathan. Richard. Morley. Hosking. and. Wallis,! 2005]! and! was! based! on! annual!















In! the! comparison! of! confidence! intervals,! only! the! worst! condition,! the! upper! confidence!














In! chapter! 3,! tricube! weighting! function! was! applied! in! weighted! ensemble! analysis! to! find!
expected! values! and! confidence! intervals! for! 24Fhour! rainfall! under! different! recurrence!
intervals! and! different! climate! scenarios,! for! both! historical! and! future! periods.! This! type! of!
weight!determination!procedure!more!or! less! relies!on! the! stationary!assumption:! i.e.,! “good!
performance”!of!a!climate!model!during!the!past!will!“remain!good”!in!the!future.!Since!we!do!
not! have! information! regarding! the! distribution! pattern! of! precipitation! events! in! the! future,!
one! may! naturally! argue! that! the! performance! of! climate! model! will! change! with! time.!
Therefore!in!this!chapter,!a!method!dealing!with!limited!prior!data,!namely!maximum!entropy!




After! the! definition! of! thermodynamic! entropy! by! Boltzmann,! Shannon! defined! information!
entropy!in!1947,!which!describes!the!expected!value!of!the!information!contained!in!the!flow!of!
information![Shannon,!2001].!The!entropy!of!certain!distribution!is!defined!as!follows!t \ = − \" ∗ ln9(\")m"`W ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (4.1)!
where!p=(pi)! is! the!probability!distribution!and! the!entropy!could!measure! the!uncertainty!of!
this!distribution.!Entropy!is!inversely!proportional!to!the!uncertainty.! !
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Given! a!method! of! determining! probability! distribution,! its! corresponding! entropy! is! able! to!
measure!how!close!this!method!is!to!the!“true!way”!(Laurent!and!Cai).!As!described!in!Laplace’s!
Principle! of! Insufficient! Reason,! if! we! do! not! have! enough! information! to! justify! condition! A!
more! than!condition!B,! then! the!only! reasonable!way! to!describe! this! knowledge! is! to!assign!
equal! probabilities! to! both! conditions! [De. Fraiture,! 2003]! .!Under! this! condition,! the! entropy!
reaches!maximum! under! uniform! distribution! condition.! If! entropy! is! going! to! be!maximized!




MEM!could!help!solve!problems!under! incomplete! information,! just!as!described! in!out!study!
where! future!prediction!reliability!of!different!models! is!not!available.!Unknown!variables!will!
be!written!in!probability!form!and!available!information!will!serve!as!constraints,!which!in!this!




regional! climate! change! assessment.! In! the! process! of! entropy! maximization,! error! terms!
between! combined!GCM! results! and! observation! results!were! included! as! constraints,! upper!
and!lower!limits!were!parameters!to!constrain!errors.!Similar!ideas!were!adopted!in!this!study!
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and!the!formulation!of!optimization!model!is!described!as!follows!P6[<%<ú:9t = I"ln9(I")m"`W − ['ù ln 'ù + (1 − 'ù)ln9(1 − 'ù)]Wûù`W ! ! ! ! ! ! (4.2)!ü. †. °ù = I"P",ùm"`W + 'ùE + 1 − 'ù −E , ¢ = 1,2, … ,17;! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (4.3)!I"m"`W = 1;! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (4.4)!I" ∈ 0,1 ; 'ù ∈ 0,1 ;! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (4.5)!
where!i!represents!the!loop!of!climate!model!realizations,!j!represents!the!loop!of!sites.!Oj!is!the!
precipitation!quantile!calculated! from!observation!data! for!site! j!while!Mi,j! is! the!precipitation!
quantile!calculated!from!model!realization!i!for!site!j.!wi!and!qj!are!decision!variables,!wi!is!the!
weight! for! model! realization! i,! qj! is! related! to! error! terms! after! adding! them! to! weighted!
ensemble!framework! °ù = I"P",ùm"`W + :ù, ¢ = 1,2, … ,17;! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (4.6)!
Where!ej!is!the!error!between!weighted!ensemble!and!observation!results.!Suppose!the!error!is!
not!skewed!and! is!centered!at!0,! FV!and!V!are! lower!and!upper!bounds!for!error!respectively,!
therefore! ej! can! be! expressed! as! linear! combination! of! bounds! with! discrete! probability!
distribution!(qj,1Fqj)! :ù = 'ùE + 1 − 'ù −E , ¢ = 1,2, … ,17;! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (4.7)!
The!entropy!corresponding!to!this!discrete!distribution!is!t = −'ù ln 'ù − (1 − 'ù)ln9(1 − 'ù)! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (4.8)!
Therefore,!the!objective!function!in!the!optimization!model!can!be!treated!as!a!combination!of!
entropy! for! weight! distribution! and! entropy! for! error! distribution.! Maximizing! entropy! for!
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weight! distribution!will! assign! equal!weights! to! each!model! realization! result!while!minimize!





After!we! run! the! optimization!with! different! V! values,! different!weight! ensemble! results! are!
shown!in!Figure!37!to!Figure!39.!
First,! compared! to! weighted! ensemble! method! based! on! tricube! weight! functions! shown! in!
Figure!40,!MEM!assigns!weights!for!a!smaller!number!of!model!realizations!under!stricter!error!
constraints! (V=2,! V=5).! Second,! as! V! increases,!more!model! realizations! are! assigned! certain!
weights.! This! is! reasonable! since! if! V! is! large,! the! error! constraints! are! released! and! the!
optimization! model! tend! to! only! maximize! the! entropy! from! the! weight! distribution.! As!
mentioned!earlier,! this!will! tend!to!assign!equal!weights! to!all!model! realizations.!Third,! if!we!
focus!the!model!realization!with!best!performance,!i.e.!the!highest!weight,!er_3!is!the!best!from!
MEM,!which! is! consistent!with!weighted! ensemble!method.!When!V=2! and!V=5,! the! highest!
weight!is!nearly!0.5;!however!if!V!continues!to!increase,!its!weight!decreases!and!goes!close!to!







Apparently,! MEM! results! are! very! close! to!WEM! results,! and! they! are! both! able! to! provide!
acceptable! quantile! estimates! compared! to! quantile! estimates! from! observation! data.!
Additionally,!we!calculated!average!percentage!error!of!the!two!methods.!The!results!are:!F0.97%!
(WEM),! F1.50%! (MEM,! V=2),! 0.91%! (MEM,! V=5),! 0.73%! (MEM,! V=10).! To! our! surprise,! the!
performance! of!MEM! is! negatively! correlated! to! V! values,! i.e.! if! we! release! the! error! bound!
constraints,!the!overall!performance!of!quantile!estimate!will!be!better.!If!V!is!very!large,!MEM!
tend!to!assign!equal!weights!for!all!model!realizations,!which!converges!to!the!arithmetic!mean!
of! model! ensemble.! This! may! suggest! at! least,! taking! average! value! of! model! ensemble! to!








downscaled!daily! rainfall!data! from!13!GCMs! in!both!historical!period! (1961F2000)!and! future!




models! against! observation! results,! corresponding! weights! were! assigned! to! different!model!
realizations!through!weighted!ensemble!method!(WEM)!and!maximum!entropy!method!(MEM).!
Then,! these! weight! results! were! applied! to! projected! precipitation! quantiles! to! calculate!
weighted!quantile!estimates!in!the!future.!Additionally,!in!order!to!measure!the!uncertainty!of!
these!estimates,!based!on!Monte!Carlo!simulation,!a!new!approach!which!could!combine!model!
uncertainty! and! parameter! uncertainty! was! adopted! to! provide! robust! confidence! intervals.!
These! results!were! interpreted!both! in!values!and! isoheytal!maps!and! further!compared!with!
current! available! results! from! NOAA! Atlas! 14.! Finally,! the! estimation! performance! and!
parameter!sensitivity!of!MEM!were!also!assessed!and!discussed.! !
5.1!Findings!
Under! all! emission! scenarios! (A1B,! A2! and! B1)! and! all! recurrence! intervals! (P2FP100),!
precipitation!quantiles! increase! significantly! from!historical! period! to!2050s;! they! continue! to!
increase!slightly!from!2050s!to!2100s.!This!phenomenon!suggests!that!the!first!50Fyear!period!
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of! this! century! is! crucial! to!mitigating! the! climate! change! impact,! and! immediate! policies! or!
activities! should!be! implemented! to!control! the!more! frequent!extreme!precipitation!and! the!
resulting!floods.! !
In!2050s,!quantile! values!are! the!highest!under! scenario!A1B,! followed!by!A2!and!B1.!During!
2100s,!things!change!a!little!bit,!and!quantile!values!are!the!highest!under!scenario!B1,!followed!
by! A1B! and!A2.! However! the! difference! between! B1! and!A1B! is! quite! small.! If!we! recall! the!
description! of! different! emission! scenarios,! it! is! surprising! that! technology! development! and!
resourceFefficient! production! cannot! offset! the! impact! of! rapid! economic! growth! on! more!




example,! the! results!are! similar! to! changes!of!expected!values.!When!averaged!over!all! sites,!
confidence!intervals!increase!significantly!from!historical!period!to!2050s,!increase!slightly!from!
2050s!to!2100s.!Under!most!emission!scenarios!in!both!2050s!and!2100s!(except!100Fyear!and!
50Fyear!events!under!A2!scenario! in!2100s),! confidence! intervals!are! the!narrowest!under!A2!
scenario!compared!to!A1B!and!B1!scenario,!while!the!latter!two!has!comparable!CI!width.!If!the!




greater! for! 100Fyear! and! 50Fyear! events.! A2! describes! a! very! heterogeneous! world! where!
population!growth!is!high!but!technology!changes!are!slower!compared!to!other!storylines,!this!
variability!at! the!social! side!might!be!one!reason! for!uncertainty! in! the!prediction!of!extreme!
precipitation!events.! !
In!the!comparison!with!NOAA!Atlas!14!results,!after!averaging!over!17!sites,!in!historical!period,!
weighted!model! ensemble!prediction! is! 6.7%! lower! compared! to!Atlas! 14! result! for! 100Fyear!
event,!whereas!9.0%!higher!for!2Fyear!event.!In!2050s,!this!percent!change!goes!to!15.8%!(A1B),!
10.2%! (A2),!3.6%! (B1)! for!100Fyear!event!and!21.6%! (A1B),!18.6%! (A2),!17.4%! (B1)! for!2Fyear!
event.!.!In!2100s,!this!percent!change!goes!to!15.6%!(A1B),!13.5%!(A2),!16.5%!(B1)!for!100Fyear!
event! and! 26.5%! (A1B),! 22.6%! (A2),! 26.4%! (B1)! for! 2Fyear! event.! In! the! comparison! of!
confidence! intervals,! only! the!worst! condition,! the! upper! confidence! intervals,! is! considered.!
Atlas! 14! and! this! study! both! report! 90%! confidence! intervals.! Since! a! more! comprehensive!
description!of! sources!of! uncertainty!was! introduced! in! this! study! and! the!essential! property!
that! future! condition! is!more! uncertain! compared! to! historical! estimates,! our! study! provides!
much! greater! confidence! intervals.! Taking! 100Fyear! event! as! an! example,! during! 2050s,!
confidence!intervals!are!at!least!20%!higher!(in!A2!scenario)!and!can!go!up!to!67.6%.!By!average,!
confidence!intervals!are!30%F40%!higher!under!three!emission!scenarios.!In!2100s,!confidence!
intervals! become! wider! but! compared! to! 2050s,! the! difference! is! not! significant.! The! only!




(V=2,! V=5).! As! V! increases,! more! model! realizations! are! assigned! certain! weights.! This! is!
reasonable! since! if! V! is! large,! the! error! constraints! are! released! and! the! optimization!model!
tend!to!only!maximize!the!entropy!from!the!weight!distribution.!As!mentioned!earlier,!this!will!
tend!to!assign!equal!weights!to!all!model!realizations.!MEM!estimation!results!are!very!close!to!
WEM! results,! and! they! are! both! able! to! provide! acceptable! quantile! estimates! compared! to!
quantile!estimates!from!observation!data.!The!average!percentage!error!of!the!two!methods!are:!




of! model! ensemble.! This! may! suggest! at! least,! taking! average! value! of! model! ensemble! to!
estimate! quantiles! will! perform! no! worse! than! complicated! methods! such! as! weighting!
approaches.!It!can!even!provide!better!performance!with!less!computational!work!in!our!case.! !
5.2!Limitations!
Due! to! data! quality,! this! research! used! climate! data! under! IPCC! AR4! emission! scenarios.!
However,! in! the! latest! IPCC!report! (AR5)! ,! representative!concentration!pathways! (RCPs)!were!
adopted!to!describe!emission!scenarios!in!CMIP5.!CMIP5!incorporates!newer!emission!scenarios,!






may! bring! bias! in! estimation! and! spurious! correlations.!More! researches! are! needed! on! the!
physical!layer!of!GCM!models!to!draw!the!“genealogy!tree”!of!climate!models,!which!could!be!
help!us!understand!model!interdependency.!
In! the! comparison! of! quantile! estimation! performance! between!weighted! ensemble!method!
(WEM)! and! maximum! entropy! method! (MEM),! it! is! interesting! that! the! latter! way! can! also!

































obs ACCESS BCCFCSM CCSM4 CMCCFCM FGOALS














reference barrington!3!sw elgin wheaton3!se
joliet joliet!brandon park!forest hobart!2!wnw
gary site19 chicago!midway!airport!3!sw chicago!botanical!garden














1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
relative!percentage!error!between!model!and!observation
232a_1 cgcm31_1 mk35_1 10g_2 232a_2 cm3_2 echam5_2 echog_2
t63_2 cgcm31_3 cm3_3 echam5_3 hires_3 aom_1 cm3_1 echam5_1
mk30_1 aom_2 cgcm31_2 er_2 232a_3 cm20_3 er_1 10g_3






232a_1 cgcm31_1 mk35_1 10g_2 232a_2 cm3_2
echam5_2 echog_2 t63_2 cgcm31_3 cm3_3 echam5_3
hires_3 aom_1 cm3_1 echam5_1 mk30_1 aom_2
cgcm31_2 er_2 232a_3 cm20_3 er_1 10g_3




































































































































































































































































232a_1 cgcm31_1 mk35_1 10g_2 232a_2 cm3_2
echam5_2 echog_2 t63_2 cgcm31_3 cm3_3 echam5_3
hires_3 aom_1 cm3_1 echam5_1 mk30_1 aom_2
cgcm31_2 er_2 232a_3 cm20_3 er_1 10g_3
aom_3 10g_1 echog_1 hires_1 mk30_2 mk35_2
MEM!result!(V=5)
232a_1 cgcm31_1 mk35_1 10g_2 232a_2 cm3_2
echam5_2 echog_2 t63_2 cgcm31_3 cm3_3 echam5_3
hires_3 aom_1 cm3_1 echam5_1 mk30_1 aom_2
cgcm31_2 er_2 232a_3 cm20_3 er_1 10g_3









232a_1 cgcm31_1 mk35_1 10g_2 232a_2 cm3_2
echam5_2 echog_2 t63_2 cgcm31_3 cm3_3 echam5_3
hires_3 aom_1 cm3_1 echam5_1 mk30_1 aom_2
cgcm31_2 er_2 232a_3 cm20_3 er_1 10g_3
aom_3 10g_1 echog_1 hires_1 mk30_2 mk35_2
tricube!weighting!function!result
232a_1 cgcm31_1 mk35_1 10g_2 232a_2 cm3_2
echam5_2 echog_2 t63_2 cgcm31_3 cm3_3 echam5_3
hires_3 aom_1 cm3_1 echam5_1 mk30_1 aom_2
cgcm31_2 er_2 232a_3 cm20_3 er_1 10g_3







station'name(city)' station'ID' longitude' latitude'
record'
length' county' dataset' agency'
BARRINGTON) 11+0442) +88.1639) 42.1153) 1963&2012! Cook! NCDC! NOAA!
ELGIN) 11+2736) +88.2861) 42.0628) 1899&2012! Kane! NCDC! NOAA!
WHEATON)3)SE) 11+9221) +88.0728) 41.8128) 1936&2011! DuPage! NCDC! NOAA!
JOLIET) 11+4535) +88.1667) 41.5000) 1894&1974! Will! NCDC! NOAA!
JOLIET)BRANDON)RD)DAM) 11+4530) +88.1028) 41.5033) 1943&2012! Will! NCDC! NOAA!
PARK)FOREST) 11+6616) +87.6800) 41.4933) 1953&2012! Cook! NCDC! NOAA!
HOBART)2)WNW) 12+4008) +87.2881) 41.5422) 1920&1999! Lake(Indiana)! NCDC! NOAA!
GARY) 12+3213) +87.3833) 41.6167) 1937&1978! Lake(Indiana)! NCDC! NOAA!
CHICAGO)UNIVERSITY) 11+1572) +87.6000) 41.7833) 1926&1994! Cook! NCDC! NOAA!
CHICAGO)MIDWAY)AP)3)SW) 11+1577) +87.7775) 41.7372) 1928&2012! Cook! NCDC! NOAA!
CHICAGO)BOTANICAL)GARDEN) 11+1497) +87.7667) 42.1167) 1982&2012! Cook! NCDC! NOAA!
CHICAGO)O'HARE)WSO)ARP) 11+1549) +87.9336) 41.9950) 1940&2012! Cook! NCDC! NOAA!
CHICAGO) 7) +87.6451) 41.9431) 1990&2012! Cook! CCPN! MRCC!
WESTBROOK) 8) +87.8821) 41.8448) 1990&2012! Cook! CCPN! MRCC!
LEMONT) 15) +87.9651) 41.6794) 1990&2012! Cook! CCPN! MRCC!
CHICAGO) 19) +87.5397) 41.6790) 1990&2012! Cook! CCPN! MRCC!





GCM$ A1B$ A2$ B1$
cccma_cgcm3_1! O! O! O!
cccma_cgcm3_1_t63! O! X! O!
cnrm_cm3! O! O! O!
csiro_mk3_0! O! O! O!
csiro_mk3_5! O! O! O!
gfdl_cm2_0! O! O! O!
giss_aom! O! X! O!
giss_model_e_r! O! O! O!
iap_fgoals1_0_g! O! X! O!
miroc3_2_hires! O! X! O!
miub_echo_g! O! O! O!
mpi_echam5! O! O! O!



















Site$name$ p2$ p5$ p10$ p25$ p50$ p100$
Barrington 3 SW IL 77.80! 97.03! 112.40! 133.70! 151.93! 171.65!
Elgin IL 79.87! 99.60! 115.37! 137.23! 155.96! 176.20!
Wheaton 3 SE IL 81.87! 102.08! 118.23! 140.58! 159.71! 180.38!
Joliet IL 81.76! 101.96! 118.11! 140.52! 159.73! 180.53!
Joliet Brandon Rd Dam IL 82.07! 102.33! 118.53! 141.00! 160.25! 181.08!
Park Forest IL 83.62! 104.27! 120.80! 143.74! 163.43! 184.75!
Hobart 2 WNW IN 79.60! 99.24! 114.96! 136.76! 155.45! 175.67!
Gary IN 77.49! 96.63! 111.94! 133.16! 151.36! 171.05!
Site 19 (Chicago, IL) 77.98! 97.23! 112.60! 133.88! 152.10! 171.80!
Chicago Midway Airport 3SW IL 81.72! 101.89! 118.02! 140.39! 159.56! 180.30!
Chicago Botanical Garden IL 79.85! 99.56! 115.29! 137.08! 155.73! 175.87!
Site 7 (Chicago, IL) 79.11! 98.64! 114.24! 135.86! 154.38! 174.40!
Site 8 (Westbrook, IL) 81.37! 101.47! 117.54! 139.81! 158.90! 179.55!
Site 15 (Lemont, IL) 82.22! 102.53! 118.76! 141.27! 160.56! 181.42!
Site 20 (Orland Park, IL) 82.79! 103.24! 119.58! 142.24! 161.66! 182.66!
Chicago O’Hare Int. Airport IL 78.51! 97.90! 113.38! 134.81! 153.15! 172.97!





Site$name$ p2$ p5$ p10$ p25$ p50$ p100$
Barrington 3 SW IL 77.39! 94.92! 109.54! 131.16! 150.96! 173.59!
Elgin IL 78.47! 96.25! 111.08! 133.00! 153.08! 176.03!
Wheaton 3 SE IL 86.42! 106.00! 122.33! 146.47! 168.59! 193.86!
Joliet IL 77.79! 95.41! 110.11! 131.84! 151.75! 174.50!
Joliet Brandon Rd Dam IL 82.38! 101.05! 116.61! 139.62! 160.71! 184.80!
Park Forest IL 80.53! 98.77! 113.99! 136.48! 157.09! 180.64!
Hobart 2 WNW IN 78.55! 96.35! 111.19! 133.13! 153.23! 176.21!
Gary IN 75.69! 92.84! 107.14! 128.28! 147.65! 169.79!
Site 19 (Chicago, IL) 81.62! 100.12! 115.54! 138.34! 159.23! 183.10!
Chicago Midway Airport 3SW IL 86.52! 106.12! 122.47! 146.64! 168.78! 194.09!
Chicago Botanical Garden IL 79.95! 98.06! 113.16! 135.49! 155.95! 179.34!
Site 7 (Chicago, IL) 77.91! 95.56! 110.28! 132.05! 151.99! 174.77!
Site 8 (Westbrook, IL) 78.61! 96.42! 111.27! 133.23! 153.35! 176.34!
Site 15 (Lemont, IL) 85.05! 104.31! 120.38! 144.14! 165.90! 190.77!
Site 20 (Orland Park, IL) 82.75! 101.50! 117.13! 140.25! 161.43! 185.63!
Chicago O’Hare Int. Airport IL 77.03! 94.48! 109.03! 130.55! 150.26! 172.79!





Site$name$ p2$ p5$ p10$ p25$ p50$ p100$
Barrington 3 SW IL 87.24! 110.67! 129.27! 154.59! 175.83! 198.34!
Elgin IL 90.17! 114.31! 133.44! 159.45! 181.24! 204.33!
Wheaton 3 SE IL 90.43! 114.74! 134.04! 160.31! 182.34! 205.71!
Joliet IL 87.85! 111.45! 130.15! 155.57! 176.87! 199.42!
Joliet Brandon Rd Dam IL 87.50! 111.03! 129.68! 155.06! 176.32! 198.85!
Park Forest IL 91.29! 115.77! 135.16! 161.53! 183.61! 207.01!
Hobart 2 WNW IN 87.31! 110.67! 129.18! 154.34! 175.42! 197.75!
Gary IN 85.59! 108.48! 126.60! 151.19! 171.77! 193.55!
Site 19 (Chicago, IL) 85.81! 108.88! 127.17! 152.09! 173.01! 195.20!
Chicago Midway Airport 3SW IL 90.50! 114.82! 134.08! 160.24! 182.14! 205.32!
Chicago Botanical Garden IL 90.76! 115.12! 134.41! 160.65! 182.64! 205.95!
Site 7 (Chicago, IL) 90.40! 114.68! 133.91! 160.02! 181.88! 205.02!
Site 8 (Westbrook, IL) 90.95! 115.42! 134.81! 161.18! 183.26! 206.63!
Site 15 (Lemont, IL) 90.24! 114.52! 133.77! 159.97! 181.94! 205.22!
Site 20 (Orland Park, IL) 89.78! 113.94! 133.08! 159.08! 180.85! 203.90!
Chicago O’Hare Int. Airport IL 90.29! 114.51! 133.69! 159.79! 181.66! 204.84!





Site$name$ p2$ p5$ p10$ p25$ p50$ p100$
Barrington 3 SW IL 86.54! 108.41! 126.03! 150.90! 172.79! 197.14!
Elgin IL 86.18! 107.92! 125.43! 150.13! 171.83! 195.96!
Wheaton 3 SE IL 88.77! 111.18! 129.26! 154.80! 177.28! 202.33!
Joliet IL 84.87! 106.25! 123.50! 147.88! 169.37! 193.30!
Joliet Brandon Rd Dam IL 84.69! 106.04! 123.24! 147.53! 168.90! 192.70!
Park Forest IL 89.03! 111.50! 129.55! 154.94! 177.22! 201.97!
Hobart 2 WNW IN 85.55! 107.17! 124.55! 149.07! 170.61! 194.59!
Gary IN 84.32! 105.64! 122.78! 146.94! 168.18! 191.81!
Site 19 (Chicago, IL) 85.69! 107.33! 124.69! 149.11! 170.53! 194.30!
Chicago Midway Airport 3SW IL 88.70! 111.12! 129.21! 154.76! 177.25! 202.30!
Chicago Botanical Garden IL 86.72! 108.61! 126.27! 151.24! 173.25! 197.78!
Site 7 (Chicago, IL) 87.22! 109.25! 127.02! 152.10! 174.17! 198.75!
Site 8 (Westbrook, IL) 89.16! 111.71! 129.89! 155.57! 178.18! 203.36!
Site 15 (Lemont, IL) 88.79! 111.21! 129.29! 154.83! 177.31! 202.34!
Site 20 (Orland Park, IL) 88.77! 111.12! 129.09! 154.41! 176.63! 201.31!
Chicago O’Hare Int. Airport IL 84.97! 106.43! 123.73! 148.15! 169.64! 193.55!





Site$name$ p2$ p5$ p10$ p25$ p50$ p100$
Barrington 3 SW IL 86.03! 108.14! 125.76! 150.25! 171.51! 195.00!
Elgin IL 87.27! 109.76! 127.65! 152.50! 174.05! 197.84!
Wheaton 3 SE IL 88.24! 111.00! 129.08! 154.15! 175.85! 199.75!
Joliet IL 86.59! 108.92! 126.69! 151.36! 172.76! 196.39!
Joliet Brandon Rd Dam IL 85.76! 107.86! 125.45! 149.89! 171.09! 194.49!
Park Forest IL 89.57! 112.52! 130.75! 155.99! 177.82! 201.84!
Hobart 2 WNW IN 84.99! 106.72! 123.98! 147.92! 168.65! 191.47!
Gary IN 85.35! 107.21! 124.55! 148.56! 169.32! 192.16!
Site 19 (Chicago, IL) 85.22! 107.08! 124.45! 148.56! 169.44! 192.44!
Chicago Midway Airport 3SW IL 87.79! 110.39! 128.40! 153.43! 175.17! 199.19!
Chicago Botanical Garden IL 87.95! 110.56! 128.57! 153.61! 175.34! 199.34!
Site 7 (Chicago, IL) 87.09! 109.47! 127.28! 152.04! 173.53! 197.27!
Site 8 (Westbrook, IL) 88.32! 111.06! 129.20! 154.46! 176.42! 200.70!
Site 15 (Lemont, IL) 88.05! 110.72! 128.78! 153.91! 175.73! 199.85!
Site 20 (Orland Park, IL) 89.92! 113.10! 131.55! 157.20! 179.45! 204.01!
Chicago O’Hare Int. Airport IL 85.77! 107.86! 125.44! 149.85! 171.00! 194.32!





Site$name$ p2$ p5$ p10$ p25$ p50$ p100$
Barrington 3 SW IL 93.39! 117.89! 137.36! 164.05! 186.64! 210.87!
Elgin IL 94.19! 118.89! 138.52! 165.42! 188.19! 212.60!
Wheaton 3 SE IL 94.83! 119.68! 139.44! 166.55! 189.53! 214.18!
Joliet IL 91.38! 115.33! 134.37! 160.45! 182.53! 206.20!
Joliet Brandon Rd Dam IL 92.22! 116.30! 135.44! 161.65! 183.84! 207.62!
Park Forest IL 98.00! 123.68! 144.10! 172.08! 195.78! 221.21!
Hobart 2 WNW IN 96.69! 122.06! 142.26! 169.99! 193.49! 218.71!
Gary IN 94.28! 119.00! 138.69! 165.71! 188.65! 213.29!
Site 19 (Chicago, IL) 94.65! 119.44! 139.14! 166.12! 188.94! 213.38!
Chicago Midway Airport 3SW IL 95.29! 120.28! 140.13! 167.30! 190.28! 214.91!
Chicago Botanical Garden IL 96.08! 121.23! 141.21! 168.59! 191.75! 216.56!
Site 7 (Chicago, IL) 95.23! 120.18! 140.01! 167.18! 190.18! 214.84!
Site 8 (Westbrook, IL) 95.15! 120.12! 139.96! 167.13! 190.13! 214.78!
Site 15 (Lemont, IL) 92.73! 117.02! 136.30! 162.66! 184.92! 208.74!
Site 20 (Orland Park, IL) 95.19! 120.14! 139.95! 167.05! 189.96! 214.48!
Chicago O’Hare Int. Airport IL 95.86! 120.97! 140.93! 168.25! 191.36! 216.13!





Site$name$ p2$ p5$ p10$ p25$ p50$ p100$
Barrington 3 SW IL 90.39! 114.48! 134.10! 162.07! 187.05! 215.43!
Elgin IL 89.76! 113.74! 133.23! 160.96! 185.67! 213.67!
Wheaton 3 SE IL 90.41! 114.66! 134.46! 162.78! 188.20! 217.20!
Joliet IL 88.44! 112.21! 131.53! 159.04! 183.58! 211.44!
Joliet Brandon Rd Dam IL 90.66! 115.02! 134.86! 163.15! 188.45! 217.22!
Park Forest IL 95.25! 120.85! 141.73! 171.56! 198.28! 228.69!
Hobart 2 WNW IN 93.68! 118.81! 139.29! 168.52! 194.67! 224.41!
Gary IN 90.68! 115.01! 134.80! 163.01! 188.19! 216.78!
Site 19 (Chicago, IL) 92.02! 116.75! 136.89! 165.64! 191.35! 220.56!
Chicago Midway Airport 3SW IL 91.98! 116.63! 136.72! 165.43! 191.12! 220.35!
Chicago Botanical Garden IL 91.72! 116.31! 136.38! 165.07! 190.77! 220.02!
Site 7 (Chicago, IL) 90.18! 114.30! 133.95! 161.95! 186.95! 215.33!
Site 8 (Westbrook, IL) 92.73! 117.63! 137.96! 167.06! 193.17! 222.96!
Site 15 (Lemont, IL) 90.51! 114.84! 134.64! 162.86! 188.08! 216.74!
Site 20 (Orland Park, IL) 94.11! 119.43! 140.11! 169.72! 196.29! 226.62!
Chicago O’Hare Int. Airport IL 90.53! 114.78! 134.60! 163.02! 188.53! 217.65!





Site$name$ p2$ p5$ p10$ p25$ p50$ p100$
Barrington 3 SW IL 92.66! 116.51! 135.05! 160.02! 180.86! 202.92!
Elgin IL 93.78! 117.96! 136.74! 162.03! 183.11! 205.40!
Wheaton 3 SE IL 97.11! 122.21! 141.73! 168.05! 190.02! 213.32!
Joliet IL 91.86! 115.57! 134.03! 158.99! 179.90! 202.12!
Joliet Brandon Rd Dam IL 90.95! 114.43! 132.70! 157.38! 178.04! 199.97!
Park Forest IL 96.03! 120.84! 140.13! 166.16! 187.90! 210.93!
Hobart 2 WNW IN 91.84! 115.51! 133.94! 158.86! 179.72! 201.88!
Gary IN 90.74! 114.13! 132.34! 156.91! 177.44! 199.21!
Site 19 (Chicago, IL) 91.12! 114.59! 132.85! 157.50! 178.11! 199.97!
Chicago Midway Airport 3SW IL 95.42! 120.09! 139.30! 165.20! 186.85! 209.80!
Chicago Botanical Garden IL 96.44! 121.29! 140.59! 166.59! 188.29! 211.26!
Site 7 (Chicago, IL) 93.33! 117.45! 136.25! 161.67! 182.95! 205.56!
Site 8 (Westbrook, IL) 95.82! 120.56! 139.81! 165.77! 187.45! 210.44!
Site 15 (Lemont, IL) 95.29! 119.85! 138.93! 164.61! 186.02! 208.67!
Site 20 (Orland Park, IL) 95.32! 119.92! 139.04! 164.83! 186.36! 209.18!
Chicago O’Hare Int. Airport IL 95.98! 120.74! 139.99! 165.95! 187.63! 210.60!
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 	   	  	  	 	 	  	  	 	 	 	
1 138.70! 295.37! 129.17! 246.05! 118.79! 205.03! 104.33! 162.93! 91.74! 136.21! 73.35! 105.56!
2 147.15! 290.94! 137.21! 241.10! 126.30! 199.40! 111.07! 157.46! 98.04! 131.47! 79.05! 102.63!
3 134.53! 300.96! 124.73! 249.28! 114.69! 206.23! 101.06! 162.92! 89.63! 136.05! 74.29! 105.07!
4 143.76! 288.19! 134.41! 238.67! 124.18! 197.25! 109.32! 154.11! 97.17! 127.53! 78.99! 98.34!
5 139.71! 290.09! 130.48! 240.15! 119.47! 197.46! 105.80! 155.12! 94.14! 128.44! 76.88! 99.18!
6 152.02! 298.24! 141.54! 246.19! 130.50! 203.10! 114.83! 159.12! 101.77! 132.06! 83.35! 102.43!
7 142.63! 278.33! 132.95! 229.45! 122.20! 188.39! 107.68! 147.23! 96.22! 121.12! 77.92! 96.66!
8 144.29! 272.62! 135.10! 225.70! 124.52! 186.32! 110.03! 146.38! 96.95! 121.48! 77.79! 94.90!
9 132.44! 283.84! 123.45! 234.36! 113.80! 193.66! 100.92! 152.12! 90.14! 126.53! 74.19! 98.66!
10 143.38! 297.86! 133.66! 246.48! 122.82! 203.80! 108.48! 160.92! 96.33! 134.20! 78.48! 104.32!
11 142.77! 297.94! 132.84! 246.71! 122.11! 204.27! 109.24! 159.79! 96.41! 133.58! 77.27! 105.55!
12 142.62! 296.75! 132.92! 245.76! 122.30! 203.11! 107.90! 160.49! 95.71! 134.11! 77.21! 104.14!
13 143.13! 303.20! 133.08! 251.11! 122.45! 208.22! 107.95! 164.11! 95.75! 136.79! 78.00! 106.10!
14 140.48! 299.72! 130.86! 247.33! 120.34! 204.02! 106.35! 159.56! 94.64! 132.18! 77.74! 102.49!
15 144.86! 298.68! 135.10! 247.09! 124.57! 204.37! 109.74! 159.98! 97.79! 132.71! 79.77! 102.33!
16 141.31! 297.08! 131.09! 246.56! 120.09! 204.75! 105.16! 162.74! 94.28! 135.22! 75.43! 107.32!
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 	
1 142.44! 264.18! 133.33! 217.96! 123.15! 180.22! 108.42! 142.62! 95.36! 120.42! 76.54! 96.49!
2 146.71! 263.34! 137.50! 218.37! 126.44! 181.13! 110.68! 144.62! 97.58! 122.60! 76.94! 98.10!
3 141.56! 269.40! 132.51! 222.96! 122.44! 184.43! 108.02! 146.08! 95.35! 124.26! 76.78! 100.26!
4 144.97! 258.20! 135.79! 212.96! 125.50! 175.57! 110.24! 138.15! 96.89! 116.73! 77.01! 93.91!
5 145.59! 256.85! 136.78! 212.09! 126.15! 174.74! 110.76! 137.41! 97.07! 115.76! 76.63! 92.74!
6 153.38! 268.90! 143.09! 222.90! 131.83! 185.47! 115.52! 148.67! 100.58! 126.43! 79.48! 100.86!
7 141.76! 262.41! 131.82! 217.64! 123.13! 180.38! 107.93! 145.22! 95.09! 124.50! 76.42! 99.86!
8 141.59! 258.45! 132.00! 214.16! 123.35! 177.57! 108.42! 142.34! 95.53! 121.43! 76.49! 96.81!
9 145.06! 257.94! 135.16! 214.06! 124.40! 178.52! 109.30! 144.15! 95.92! 123.78! 75.96! 99.45!
10 145.07! 273.23! 135.66! 225.32! 125.00! 185.86! 109.85! 146.51! 96.72! 123.16! 78.78! 97.77!
11 142.83! 267.80! 133.32! 221.33! 121.90! 182.46! 107.01! 144.62! 94.23! 122.47! 75.99! 98.65!
12 145.68! 270.26! 135.50! 223.34! 124.35! 184.76! 108.76! 146.38! 95.45! 123.50! 76.90! 98.50!
13 142.97! 275.28! 133.27! 226.71! 122.64! 186.95! 107.16! 146.78! 94.69! 121.86! 77.14! 98.26!
14 144.89! 273.44! 135.33! 226.27! 124.55! 187.68! 109.31! 149.21! 96.03! 126.58! 77.71! 100.45!
15 150.16! 265.54! 139.85! 220.11! 128.36! 183.72! 114.06! 149.11! 100.30! 129.70! 78.93! 104.49!
16 137.35! 260.55! 128.23! 215.32! 118.09! 178.52! 103.85! 142.50! 91.35! 121.16! 74.21! 96.29!






 	   	   	  	  	 	 	  	  	 	 	 	
1 135.61! 281.06! 125.22! 230.80! 114.86! 190.83! 101.50! 151.78! 90.25! 128.07! 73.63! 100.19!
2 136.13! 288.03! 125.71! 237.06! 115.34! 196.48! 101.97! 156.41! 90.31! 131.90! 73.70! 103.04!
3 139.69! 293.41! 129.68! 242.69! 119.51! 202.00! 105.65! 161.57! 93.48! 135.95! 75.46! 105.37!
4 137.68! 289.48! 128.00! 237.92! 117.85! 196.91! 104.43! 157.65! 92.94! 133.34! 75.53! 103.77!
5 137.11! 285.00! 127.41! 233.79! 117.17! 192.92! 103.54! 153.66! 91.86! 129.25! 74.74! 100.51!
6 145.75! 280.85! 135.66! 231.66! 124.53! 191.64! 108.94! 153.29! 95.07! 129.64! 76.04! 102.25!
7 139.93! 263.94! 130.24! 217.20! 119.53! 179.15! 104.65! 143.15! 91.43! 121.35! 73.29! 96.68!
8 139.63! 265.30! 130.06! 218.44! 119.23! 180.96! 104.23! 144.68! 90.99! 122.53! 72.79! 96.96!
9 133.68! 269.05! 124.07! 220.91! 113.87! 182.60! 100.07! 145.82! 87.81! 123.20! 70.95! 97.08!
10 138.08! 291.36! 130.53! 239.45! 119.70! 197.04! 105.00! 155.87! 92.58! 130.50! 75.31! 101.45!
11 137.69! 287.47! 128.08! 237.18! 117.60! 195.73! 103.13! 155.54! 91.41! 131.20! 74.66! 103.09!
12 139.12! 284.68! 129.54! 234.30! 118.60! 193.24! 104.05! 153.07! 91.76! 128.44! 74.50! 100.65!
13 136.62! 295.38! 126.25! 242.67! 118.49! 198.91! 103.96! 157.06! 91.82! 131.47! 74.92! 102.45!
14 136.92! 291.39! 126.60! 239.56! 116.25! 198.26! 102.60! 157.37! 90.93! 132.07! 74.34! 102.78!
15 139.52! 300.87! 129.04! 248.09! 118.35! 205.73! 104.06! 164.09! 91.84! 137.79! 74.53! 107.21!
16 132.97! 284.57! 123.18! 235.04! 112.92! 195.00! 98.73! 155.55! 87.27! 131.17! 71.16! 102.64!






 	   	   	  	  	 	 	  	  	 	 	 	
1 145.99! 300.46! 134.26! 251.61! 121.93! 211.79! 108.28! 169.04! 95.52! 143.86! 78.09! 114.03!
2 149.26! 305.21! 137.61! 256.19! 125.02! 215.40! 108.65! 173.77! 95.31! 146.98! 77.00! 115.29!
3 151.06! 299.30! 139.59! 249.80! 127.62! 209.53! 112.08! 168.67! 99.37! 142.78! 81.07! 112.09!
4 149.73! 290.77! 138.54! 244.04! 126.63! 205.08! 110.54! 165.01! 97.03! 139.01! 77.80! 108.05!
5 154.77! 284.97! 143.10! 238.46! 130.62! 200.05! 113.90! 161.34! 99.99! 136.83! 80.13! 107.69!
6 154.90! 315.97! 142.80! 265.46! 129.93! 223.57! 113.24! 180.84! 99.47! 153.17! 80.37! 120.22!
7 152.45! 315.41! 140.93! 264.60! 128.76! 222.19! 112.31! 178.44! 98.53! 150.10! 79.54! 116.75!
8 149.60! 308.22! 138.45! 258.82! 126.43! 217.60! 110.54! 175.44! 97.11! 147.73! 78.06! 114.71!
9 151.85! 298.57! 140.29! 251.15! 128.00! 211.37! 111.57! 170.58! 97.90! 144.52! 78.98! 113.78!
10 153.03! 302.39! 141.28! 253.58! 128.60! 213.35! 112.41! 172.49! 99.40! 146.29! 81.33! 115.32!
11 151.77! 302.95! 140.38! 254.50! 128.64! 215.06! 112.40! 174.64! 99.12! 148.46! 80.31! 116.82!
12 155.18! 300.30! 143.31! 250.35! 130.38! 209.18! 115.55! 165.56! 101.90! 140.03! 83.06! 110.53!
13 151.95! 302.71! 140.20! 253.07! 127.61! 212.34! 113.35! 168.82! 99.90! 142.72! 80.25! 112.76!
14 153.03! 285.49! 141.58! 239.70! 130.19! 202.02! 113.70! 163.26! 99.93! 138.37! 80.40! 108.48!
15 152.07! 298.47! 141.59! 252.64! 128.75! 212.38! 112.11! 172.20! 98.21! 145.80! 79.24! 114.16!
16 153.35! 304.80! 141.86! 255.40! 129.33! 214.65! 113.04! 173.45! 99.63! 146.78! 80.99! 115.82!






 	   	   	  	  	 	 	  	  	 	 	 	
1 151.53! 310.86! 140.32! 252.85! 128.20! 206.83! 111.63! 163.32! 97.24! 138.20! 77.23! 109.46!
2 154.74! 307.14! 143.74! 249.42! 130.84! 203.23! 115.23! 160.31! 100.51! 135.02! 79.10! 105.58!
3 154.04! 322.87! 143.00! 259.58! 131.59! 209.32! 114.93! 159.90! 101.17! 131.15! 80.73! 102.04!
4 148.38! 308.63! 136.27! 247.96! 126.45! 199.03! 110.08! 152.73! 95.98! 127.96! 78.18! 99.73!
5 150.38! 320.37! 137.69! 257.47! 127.63! 206.77! 110.83! 159.03! 96.45! 133.68! 78.70! 104.44!
6 157.27! 342.39! 144.27! 275.30! 131.19! 222.41! 114.46! 171.81! 100.92! 142.00! 81.56! 110.67!
7 153.49! 329.63! 141.89! 265.95! 128.72! 214.97! 111.77! 166.14! 97.94! 137.51! 78.82! 107.49!
8 148.74! 316.06! 136.41! 254.58! 124.23! 206.64! 108.69! 160.91! 95.84! 134.61! 77.66! 105.92!
9 145.59! 322.50! 133.96! 259.29! 121.80! 209.25! 107.39! 157.87! 94.29! 131.19! 76.12! 104.66!
10 153.55! 322.70! 143.28! 260.35! 133.33! 210.16! 117.09! 162.54! 103.59! 135.76! 82.33! 106.82!
11 150.75! 331.66! 138.36! 267.96! 128.14! 217.74! 109.58! 170.15! 96.21! 141.91! 76.65! 110.99!
12 150.05! 310.34! 139.29! 250.20! 127.21! 202.34! 111.91! 157.66! 98.69! 132.06! 78.65! 104.34!
13 155.60! 332.80! 145.60! 268.79! 134.87! 217.01! 118.28! 166.58! 104.41! 137.43! 84.04! 107.21!
14 149.73! 321.48! 137.26! 258.60! 127.26! 208.08! 110.51! 160.21! 97.14! 133.19! 78.49! 104.16!
15 153.99! 344.73! 143.28! 277.03! 129.90! 221.64! 112.03! 168.30! 96.49! 139.63! 78.35! 108.13!
16 149.67! 329.83! 137.28! 265.93! 124.63! 215.67! 107.98! 167.45! 94.50! 139.14! 75.49! 109.11!






 	   	   	  	  	 	 	  	  	 	 	 	
1 141.96! 276.29! 132.99! 235.61! 123.31! 201.05! 109.43! 164.39! 97.76! 139.89! 80.53! 110.86!
2 140.88! 278.81! 131.68! 237.42! 121.54! 201.81! 109.62! 162.34! 97.51! 138.56! 80.16! 109.89!
3 145.04! 299.56! 135.89! 255.46! 126.80! 217.76! 112.27! 176.58! 99.78! 149.09! 81.86! 116.69!
4 139.15! 289.18! 131.51! 249.69! 121.40! 213.16! 107.10! 173.69! 94.77! 146.88! 77.33! 115.04!
5 136.49! 284.25! 128.91! 244.49! 118.76! 207.95! 104.53! 168.74! 92.47! 142.42! 75.35! 111.56!
6 139.91! 293.37! 131.33! 250.27! 121.94! 213.18! 108.74! 173.69! 97.18! 147.57! 80.20! 116.19!
7 141.97! 284.91! 133.22! 241.59! 123.24! 204.28! 109.52! 164.75! 97.91! 139.02! 80.54! 109.30!
8 136.03! 273.18! 127.80! 232.16! 118.74! 196.82! 106.00! 159.36! 94.86! 134.93! 77.92! 106.29!
9 139.92! 276.20! 131.27! 235.28! 121.57! 199.94! 107.48! 162.09! 95.09! 137.11! 77.56! 108.15!
10 142.53! 299.42! 133.59! 255.35! 123.61! 217.12! 109.25! 175.99! 97.26! 148.68! 79.23! 116.28!
11 147.21! 287.69! 137.26! 244.08! 126.36! 206.36! 113.24! 164.17! 100.21! 138.75! 81.36! 109.08!
12 140.05! 292.57! 131.52! 248.93! 122.06! 211.06! 108.62! 170.36! 96.75! 143.34! 79.17! 111.93!
13 145.07! 295.77! 135.98! 252.13! 125.82! 214.35! 111.18! 173.74! 98.44! 146.64! 80.55! 115.04!
14 146.46! 287.16! 137.14! 244.98! 126.73! 208.60! 111.92! 169.94! 99.35! 144.55! 81.79! 114.84!
15 143.96! 293.93! 134.34! 249.76! 123.68! 212.54! 110.97! 170.51! 97.95! 144.00! 79.48! 112.68!
16 145.13! 291.60! 135.51! 247.86! 127.83! 207.40! 112.58! 167.48! 100.06! 141.57! 81.75! 111.01!





Site!name! Observation! WEM! V=10! v=5! V=2!
Barrington 3 SW IL! 173.59! 171.65! 174.87! 177.84! 172.91!
Elgin IL! 176.03! 176.20! 178.11! 178.56! 173.66!
Wheaton 3 SE IL! 193.86! 180.38! 186.05! 188.06! 185.09!
Joliet IL! 174.50! 180.53! 181.50! 179.74! 176.85!
Joliet Brandon Rd Dam IL! 184.80! 181.08! 182.24! 179.62! 176.57!
Park Forest IL! 180.64! 184.75! 186.96! 186.47! 182.99!
Hobart 2 WNW IN! 176.21! 175.67! 178.84! 181.64! 176.93!
Gary IN! 169.79! 171.05! 173.56! 172.42! 171.09!
Site 19 (Chicago, IL)! 183.10! 171.80! 176.76! 180.64! 174.20!
Chicago Midway Airport 3SW IL! 194.09! 180.30! 184.40! 184.42! 177.18!
Chicago Botanical Garden IL! 179.34! 175.87! 179.99! 184.64! 180.30!
Site 7 (Chicago, IL)! 174.77! 174.40! 177.74! 177.92! 171.89!
Site 8 (Westbrook, IL)! 176.34! 179.55! 184.43! 184.47! 178.70!
Site 15 (Lemont, IL)! 190.77! 181.42! 186.16! 186.48! 182.84!
Site 20 (Orland Park, IL)! 185.63! 182.66! 185.16! 182.35! 180.45!
Chicago O’Hare Int. Airport IL! 172.79! 172.97! 175.98! 177.00! 173.25!
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